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Who Framed Roger Rabbit emerged at a nexus of people, technology, and circumstances that is
historically, culturally, and aesthetically momentous. By the 1980s, animation seemed a dying
art. Not even the Walt Disney Company, which had already won over thirty Academy Awards,
could stop what appeared to be the end of an animation era.To revitalize popular interest in
animation, Disney needed to reach outside its own studio and create the distinctive film that
helped usher in a Disney Renaissance. That film, Who Framed Roger Rabbit, though expensive
and controversial, debuted in theaters to huge success at the box office in 1988. Unique in its
conceit of cartoons living in the real world, Who Framed Roger Rabbit magically blended live
action and animation, carrying with it a humor that still resonates with audiences.Upon the film’s
release, Disney’s marketing program led the audience to believe that Who Framed Roger Rabbit
was made solely by director Bob Zemeckis, director of animation Dick Williams, and the visual
effects company Industrial Light & Magic, though many Disney animators contributed to the
project. Author Ross Anderson interviewed over 140 artists to tell the story of how they created
something truly magical. Anderson describes the ways in which the Roger Rabbit characters
have been used in film shorts, commercials, and merchandising, and how they have remained a
cultural touchstone today.

Book DescriptionPulling a Rabbit Out of a Hat makes a significant contribution to the fields of
animation history, Disney history, and film history. The research that Anderson conducts is in-
depth, original, and all-encompassing. His whole book covers ground that has mostly never
been covered before. (Didier Ghez, author of Disneyland Paris: From Sketch to Reality; Disney’s
Grand Tour: Walt and Roy’s European Vacation, Summer 1935; and of the They Drew as They
Pleased book series)Pulling a Rabbit Out of a Hat is very impressive in its scope and thorough
coverage of the making of the Roger Rabbit film, its evolution, and its aftermath in terms of
sequels, theme park adaptations and merchandise. For anyone interested in this story,
everything he/she could possibly want to know is in this book! (Don Peri, author of Working with
Disney: Interviews with Animators, Producers, and Artists) --This text refers to the hardcover
edition.About the AuthorRoss Anderson has done extensive research on Who Framed Roger
Rabbit and wrote a feature article for the twenty-fifth anniversary celebration for the Disney-
published magazine D23. He is the owner and sole proprietor of consulting and contracted
services at Hat Trick Services, where he provides technical writing and field services, and is an
engineer working in the environmental field. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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the post 1945 Dick Lundy Woodys, and not the early 40s Shamus Culhane Woodys …”—
GRACIE LANTZ TELEFAX TO ME REGARDING THE DESIGN OF WOODY WOODPECKER IN
HIS CAMEO SHOTMany of my generation born after World War II, called the Baby Boomers,
spent their formative years in front of a new device called a television. Since the early 1950s,
Hollywood studios had dumped box loads of their old theatrical short films on local metromedia
television stations like a restaurant kitchen dumps out piles of stale bread for the pigeons. These
old films helped fill out the lack of original content that the nascent TV animation studios were
only beginning to fill. Every Saturday morning, kids like me, our chins dribbling with pre-
sweetened cereal, delighted to short films from the Golden Age of Hollywood: Buster Crabbe as
Flash Gordon, Laurel and Hardy, Abbott and Costello, and most importantly, the Looney Tunes,
Bugs Bunny, Betty Boop, Popeye, Tom and Jerry, and Woody Woodpecker.When Baby Boomers
became adult consumers, we wished to look back upon the things that formed us as children. So
George Lucas’s 1977 film Star Wars was originally conceived as an homage to the Flash



Gordon serials, Steven Spielberg’s 1981 Raiders of the Lost Ark recalled the two-reel serial
cliffhangers like Captain Marvel, and 1988’s Who Framed Roger Rabbit harkened back to our
love for the high quality cartoons of Warner Bros., Max Fleischer, and MGM.I first learned of
Who Framed Roger Rabbit in 1982, when I was an animator at the Richard Williams West Studio
in Los Angeles, working on Ziggy’s Gift. A friend in the Walt Disney Animation Training Program
told me that young animator Darrell Van Citters was developing it. It seemed intriguing, but few of
us had any allusions that the very staid Disney management would ever greenlight such an
unusual project. Little did I know then that both Dick and I would one day be a part of that project
and that Who Framed Roger Rabbit would become one of the landmark films of my career, and
help jump-start the great Animation Renaissance of the 1990s. It was the highest earning film of
1988, and the winner of three Oscars. That kind of success for an animated film had not been
seen since the days of Jungle Book (1967). Pixar then was a little software house, trying to
convince its chief financier Steve Jobs to let them make a theatrical film. The kind of monster
box-office receipts that a Despicable Me or a Frozen earn today was still years in the future.
Before Roger, if an animated feature just made its money back, it was considered a success.
The studio’s real profits would come in ancillary sales to TV and videocassettes. The
conventional wisdom of the time was quality theatrical animation was too expensive and too
time-consuming to ever be profitable. Roger Rabbit changed all that.Who Framed Roger Rabbit
was a game-changing film in my career, as it was for many others. Those of us who burned to
make the kind of quality character animation we enjoyed as children, moved from city to city
looking for worthy projects to ply our talents. Even country to country. We called ourselves the
Animation Gypsies. Much of the animation scene in the 1980s was moribund with safe,
politically correct, children’s low-budget TV. Except for the lucky ones working at Walt Disney,
Don Bluth, or Ralph Bakshi, the rest of us scrambled to find decent projects. Roger Rabbit came
as a godsend for many of us. We were going to get to animate Bugs Bunny and Mickey Mouse!
And Donald Duck facing Daffy! Being voiced by legendary voice artists like Mel Blanc and June
Foray. We would be using the characters original 1940s designs, not the modern, more angular,
limited styles. When you get to animate one of those classic designs, it’s like being a valet
getting to park an elegant Porsche or Ferrari. They just handle better than the cheap stuff.Small
wonder the animation unit Dick Williams assembled in Camden Town looked like a mini United
Nations. Animators from England, France, Italy, Germany, Canada, Holland, Hong Kong,
Zimbabwe, and Brooklyn (me). All of us there with a common goal: to at last be able to attempt
to draw character animation as good as anything done by the Hollywood masters of the 1940s
and ’50s. Director Robert Zemeckis told us, “I don’t really know how you do what you do. I see
the pencils being sharpened and the paper being flipped, and soon I see moving tests. I, as a
director, know how to tell actors where to stand, and where to move. So to me, you are all actors
with pencils. I will tell you where to make the toons stand, and where to move them.” Which is all
we animators have always wanted: to be considered actors with pencils.In my forty-plus years as
a professional animator, I look back on my favorite film projects much like an old soldier looks



back on his old campaigns—because a production crew lives and works together much like a
regiment. We spend long hours, collaborating, arguing, and creating, all so the final result looks
effortless. Robert Zemeckis observed at the premiere, “You animation people are amazing. I’m
used to using my same gang. We’d get together, get some lights, and go shoot a few setups. But
you guys come together and live like a family for years! You marry each other, have each other’s
kids, bury each other’s grandfathers. And when the film is done … Phfft! You all scatter to the
four winds …”Ross Anderson has written a meticulously detailed account of the making of this
landmark movie. He spent years interviewing many of its principal creators. His narrative lays out
all the back room discussions and negotiations that made this project possible, including Gary
Wolf’s original novel, its aftermath, and why there were never any sequels. He shows how for this
one brief shining moment, the Walt Disney Studios, Warner Bros, ILM, and Amblin all joined
forces to make something unique.So let’s hop the next Red Car to Toontown, and see how the
amazing world of Who Framed Roger Rabbit came to be.—Tom Sito,Professor of Animation,
University of Southern California, 2017PREFACEI was born just after the opening of Disneyland,
so although I may be vague in my memory of the latter original broadcasts of The Mickey Mouse
Club, I certainly remember the syndicated reruns and was hooked on Disney. It was a special
day at school if it included a 16mm Disney educational film, and it was a wonderful treat to see a
rerelease of one of the classic Disney animated films. Sunday evenings were a special family
time—all crowded around the television set to see Walt Disney introduce Walt Disney’s
Wonderful World of Color, even though it would be a few years before we actually saw the show
in color. The best shows were those in which Walt “pulled back the curtain” to show us what
happened behind the scenes. It did not diminish the magic of the film experience; for me,
learning how the films were made enhanced my interest—and the process was still magical.In
the course of researching this book and interviewing many people involved in the making of Who
Framed Roger Rabbit, I found that the majority of those individuals I spoke with shared exactly
that same family experience and same feeling about animation, especially Disney animation. In
fact, there were more than a few times when I felt that we were twin sons of different mothers.
The Disney animators who came of age in the 1970s were unapologetic animation fans, and
often serious animation historians. At the same time, that they were involved in creating films that
are today judged as “classics,” they were also geeking out at sharing spaces once occupied by
their heroes. The luckiest of those fledgling animators were fortunate enough to have those
“heroes” also become their mentors.Being unapologetic about their interest in animation set
them apart from many of their friends. There was always something wonderful to be found in a
Disney animated feature film, even those released in the 1970s—but it was not cool to go to a
Disney film … of any sort.Fast-forward to 1988, and Who Framed Roger Rabbit appears in
movie theaters to grand acclaim. It was suddenly okay to talk about cartoons without being
disparaging. It was almost cool to be an animation geek. Who Framed Roger Rabbit was made,
with love, by those geeks. It was a film about which you could have an adult conversation. It was
a film that worked on so many levels and it developed a wide general audience. It also made a



lot of money—$329,803,958 in its initial release, second only to Rain Man as the highest
grossing film of 1988. It, along with The Little Mermaid, consolidated a growing self-awareness
at Disney and shepherded in the “silver age” of animation.But it almost didn’t happen! Who
Framed Roger Rabbit had a long and difficult gestation and required input and influence from
outside the Disney organization of the 1970s. The story of how Who Framed Roger Rabbit came
to be is the story of an historically important confluence of people and circumstances. The
involvement of people in Who Framed Roger Rabbit established and consolidated reputations
that have allowed many individuals greater contributions to the film industry and popular
culture.The film had the grand conceit of cartoons living in the real world, but the attention to
detail in the filmmaking caused us to accept that premise—and the magnitude of the number
and complexity of special effects required to provide the subliminal criteria of acceptance could
easily go unnoticed. It seemed “normal” that a cartoon rabbit should be Bob Hoskins’s sidekick.
In the same way, as it was fascinating to have Walt Disney pull back the curtain in his Sunday
evening television show—the more I found out about the making of Who Framed Roger Rabbit,
the more fascinating it became. Who Framed Roger Rabbit extended beyond the influence of
Disney themes and history. It is imbued with the affection the filmmakers had for the other major
cartoon studios and animation titans.The filmmakers faced a formidable task, but they tapped
into something magical, and that something special found its way on to the screen. This book
chronicles the circumstances at Disney in the late 1970s and early ’80s in order to put into
context the subsequent directions and decisions that got this film to the screen. The film industry
is not so large that coincidences should be unlikely, but Who Framed Roger Rabbit sat at a
nexus of people and circumstances that is historically significant. At the time of the film’s release,
the Disney marketing program and the articles in newspapers, popular magazines, fan
magazines, and trade journals might have the reader believe that Who Framed Roger Rabbit
was made solely by Bob Zemeckis, Dick Williams, and ILM. While it couldn’t have been made
without them, it was also made with the love and talent of many, many other artists. This story is
my gift to them. For those involved, it remains a very special time. They were creating something
magical … they were pulling a rabbit out of a hat!The film rights for the book Who Censored
Roger Rabbit? were purchased by Walt Disney Productions (“Disney”) in 1981, and a significant
amount of effort was put into developing it as a film. Nevertheless, it took the involvement of
parties outside of Disney to bring the book to the big screen. There was a “changing of the
guard” at Disney in the late 1970s and early ’80s, which influenced the quality of its animation
products and provided opportunities for animation outside of the Disney environment. Some
people who were involved in the initial development of Roger Rabbit at the Disney Studios
stayed at Disney and had long and distinguished careers there, but many more people passed
through the Disney Studios and found outlets for their creativity elsewhere. Some of those
people were able to reconnect with the Roger Rabbit project after it left Disney, and many
achieved phenomenal success in animation ventures following their early time at Disney.To fully
appreciate the Roger Rabbit story, especially how Disney came to bobble its early handling of



the Roger Rabbit property and the context of why certain decisions were made in later
development of the property, it is important to have some background information on the studio
dynamics and people. A short history of the Disney Studios—from the death of Walt Disney, in
1966, until 1984, when Michael Eisner, Frank Wells, and Jeffrey Katzenberg came on board—is
provided in the appendix. The appendix also contains short biographies of some of the key
people in this period of Disney Studios history and throughout the period of the Roger Rabbit
story.The reader should note that the Walt Disney Company denied permission for use of any
Disney copyrighted images in this book, including photographs related to Roger Rabbit from its
theme parks. There are many images on the internet from most aspects of the Roger Rabbit
story. A simple internet search will provide many images related to the subject matter of this
book.PULLING A RABBIT OUT OF A HATChapter OneEARLY DAYS AT DISNEYWho Censored
Roger Rabbit?—The Novel“Look at this, children. Look at this silly picture. Everybody knows
cows are black, brown, or white. Never, ever are cows blue.” These are the words of Gary K.
Wolf’s first-grade teacher when she criticized him in front of his classmates after handing in a
coloring assignment showing a brightly colored blue cow. Wolf says, “I had heard my mother say
that when people were sad, they were blue. The cow looked so lonely out there all alone in the
field. I figured she must be blue, too.” His mother went to the school, where the teacher told her
to not let little Gary do that anymore. It was advice she ignored. “The gift that my parents gave to
me is that they encouraged me to keep coloring cows blue.”1Wolf was an avid reader, devouring
all the comic books he could lay his hands on before moving on to noir mysteries and science
fiction as he got older. He spent a lot of time in the library, getting a library card at age seven.
The librarian often reproached him for selecting books with themes that she considered too
adult. His parents encouraged him to read, and chose to not limit the scope of his interests or
imagination. His mother made sure that the librarian would not restrict his book choices.2He
followed his interest in science fiction and had three novels in the genre published by Doubleday
Books in the 1970s: Killerbowl in 1975, A Generation Removed in 1977, and The Resurrectionist
in 1979. Who Censored Roger Rabbit? was Wolf’s fourth published novel.When Wolf started
working on Who Censored Roger Rabbit? he was looking for a way to combine his main interests
—comics and mysteries. He went back to reading his comics, studying them for subject material
rather than reading them just for entertainment. He also started watching Saturday morning
children’s cartoon shows. What intrigued him the most were the commercials. In the
commercials, the animated brand representatives routinely interacted with the real world and it
seemed the most natural thing in the world. Cap’n Crunch, Count Chocula and Frankenberry, the
Trix Rabbit, Frosted Flakes’ Tony the Tiger, Rice Krispies’ Snap, Crackle, and Pop, and Lucky
Charms’ Lucky the Leprechaun are amongst the advertising cartoon characters that interacted
with live-action children. Wolf began to think, “Suppose you entered a world where cartoon
characters were real, where would that world be?” He spent years developing a set of internally
consistent rules for such a world. He researched what made cartoon characters “cartoony” and
studied the conventions of comic strips and cartoons in order to define the parameters of a self-



consistent toon/human world.3In Wolf’s world, the cartoon characters were called “toons.” The
toons in the entertainment business were comic strip characters, with comic strips being
produced by photographing the toons. Toons spoke in word balloons, although some were
capable of verbal speech. The word balloons could sometimes be used as tools or for some
“effect,” not unlike how Felix the Cat used his tail. Toons were also able to create doppelgängers.
A doppelgänger is a paranormal “double,” or a “shadow self,” although the term is often used to
describe people who very closely resemble each other physically. In Wolf’s world, a toon could
create another incarnation of itself, which usually crumbled to dust within a few minutes. It would
allow them to be in two places at once and also have the doppelgänger serve as a stand-in
double for dangerous stunts.Roger Rabbit is a second banana who hires a private detective,
Eddie Valiant, to find out why his employers, the DeGreasy brothers, have reneged on a promise
to have him star in his own comic strip. Roger Rabbit is soon found murdered in his home and
his final word balloon, found at the scene of the crime, indicates that his murder was a way of
“censoring” him. Before he is shot, Roger creates a doppelgänger that lasts for a couple of days
and works with Eddie Valiant to solve his murder. Roger had made the doppelgänger for the
purpose of going out to buy some new red suspenders.Wolf’s Roger Rabbit is an amalgam of
Bugs Bunny and Mickey Mouse. He wanted Roger Rabbit to be a very moral character. He was
to have an innocence without being quite as “nice” as a typical Disney character. Roger was
named after Wolf’s first cousin.4 Jessica Rabbit comes from Tex Avery’s world and is an
amalgam of Red Hot Riding Hood with a bit of grown-up Tinkerbell and a dose of Marilyn
Monroe. Over the course of the writing of the novel, Baby Herman evolved to be “Danny DeVito
in diapers.”5 Eddie Valiant is based on author Mickey Spillane’s detective, Mike Hammer, with
lots of Dashiell Hammett’s Sam Spade and Raymond Chandler’s Philip Marlowe mixed in.6 The
cartoon star cameos in the book tend to be comic strip stars, such as Dagwood Bumstead (from
the Blondie strip) and Beetle Bailey.Although Wolf started to think about what would become
Who Censored Roger Rabbit? as early as 1971, the novel was not completed until 1980. Wolf
had a four-book contract with Doubleday and submitted Who Censored Roger Rabbit? as the
fourth book in the contract. Doubleday rejected it. They said that it was “not categorizable” and
that there was no “place” for it on bookstore shelves. Wolf asked, “What would you do if
somebody brought you The Wizard of Oz, Gulliver’s Travels, or Alice in Wonderland?”—and they
answered, “Well, we couldn’t sell those either.” Wolf eventually received 110 rejections in his
attempt to find a publisher for the novel.7Luckily for Wolf, Rebecca Martin, an editor at St.
Martin’s Press, had just handled a bestseller and was given the opportunity for a “vanity project”
just as his manuscript for Who Censored Roger Rabbit? came across her desk. Rebecca
wanted to publish it but was told that she could not. She held her ground and went to bat for the
book until the publisher relented. Who Censored Roger Rabbit? was published by St. Martin’s
Press in 1981; the initial hardback cover print run was quite small.8 For the cover, Wolf had a
stuffed rabbit made by a Los Angeles toy company and a photo was taken of the toy rabbit,
cloaked in a trench coat, from the back, with Wolf himself in a trench coat and fedora, facing the



camera. The cover was changed when the novel was published as a paperback. Wolf jokes, “As
soon as they took me off the cover, the sales immediately went up.” The cover art shows a
square-jawed Eddie Valiant, in trench coat and fedora, and Roger Rabbit posed in front of the
Los Angeles City Hall. Roger’s word balloon says, “Help! I’m stuck in a mystery of double-
crosses, steamy broads, and killer cream pies.” Roger is drawn as an anthropomorphic rabbit,
but more realistic than the cartoony version from the film. He wears yellow pants, with green
stylized flower patterns, red suspenders, and a blue bow tie. The paperback was reprinted three
or four times, in different editions. The Ballantine Books edition, third printing (July 1988),
proclaims, “A Cult Classic!” on the cover. A fifty-thousand-copy print run of a hardcover book
club edition was later published.9Disney’s technical excellence with animation and its history
with live-action/animation techniques made it seem like an obvious fit for producing a film based
on the novel. But … many felt that Star Wars was a film Disney should have made. It didn’t! It
made The Black Hole as a response to Star Wars. Yet, it also made Tron, which, although it
didn’t capture everybody’s imagination, was an adult departure from what it had done in the past
and full of technical innovation. Wolf’s novel was edgy and dark. It was a cartoon world, but with
adult themes. Walt Disney was unafraid of producing films covering the entire range of human
emotions. He was constantly challenging his artists … and each film was different from the last.
Walt Disney was long deceased in 1981, yet people were still asking, “What would Walt do?”
The daring had stopped, and Disney was stuck in the groove of Walt’s last presence.
Progressive elements within the Disney organization saw the potential of the Gary K. Wolf novel
and acted on it. Disney acquired the film rights to Who Censored Roger Rabbit? It is important to
understand the situation at the Disney Studios in 1981 to understand the difficult path for
development of the Roger Rabbit film.Disney Studios—1981Walt Disney died on December 15,
1966. He left a legacy, but he did not leave a creative successor. His brother and partner, Roy O.
Disney, always had Walt’s back and postponed his retirement to see the first iteration of Walt’s
dream of something bigger than a theme park through to completion. Walt Disney World was
opened in 1971. The first major expansion, EPCOT, opened in 1981, with Tokyo Disneyland to
follow in 1982. The theme parks were big business and were the focus of much of the Disney
executive management attention. At the Disney Studios there was no real leader. In 1981, they
were still asking, “What would Walt do?” They were not Walt Disney; and with each effort of
challenging themselves, they regressed to their comfort zone. As the legacy Animation
leadership retired, leadership fell to the legacy “followers.” It had a real impact when truly exciting
properties came into their reach. The acquisition of Who Censored Roger Rabbit? is a case
study on inadequate succession planning.Ron Miller was Walt Disney’s son-in-law. He met
Walt’s eldest daughter, Diane, on a blind date while at the University of Southern California. They
married in 1954. Miller had played a season in the NFL as a tight end with the Los Angeles
Rams. Walt eventually convinced Miller to work for him at the Disney Studios. Miller rose through
the producer ranks and became president of Walt Disney Productions in 1978.Ed Hansen
started at the studio in 1952 as an effects artist on Peter Pan. He moved into management in



1972 and took on administrative responsibility for the Animation Department in 1975. The
Animation Department was largely left to do what it had been doing, without a great deal of
oversight. The expectations were not high, and neither was the motivation. The “Nine Old Men,”
who with a few others comprised the Animation Board, had all retired by 1981. The filmmaking
was left in the hands of a group of lesser artists who had been waiting in the wings for decades.
They were insecure about their standing and they had not been trained as leaders. Their
response was to circle the wagons.The Animation Department had hired only twenty-one people
in the previous decade. The studio had established a Training Program in 1972, under the
tutelage of Eric Larson, one of the “Nine Old Men.” Walt Disney had championed the
establishment of California Institute of the Arts (CalArts), which was formed in 1961 in the
merger of the Chouinard Art Institute and the Los Angeles Conservatory of Music. By the late
1970s, the studio started hiring students and graduates from the CalArts Animation Program,
among them Brad Bird, Chris Buck, Tim Burton, Mike Cedeno, Mike Giaimo, Mark Henn, Glen
Keane, John Lasseter, Brian McEntee, John Musker, Patty Paulick, Mike Peraza, Joe Ranft,
Jerry Rees, Henry Selick, and Darrell Van Citters. John Musker started at the Disney Studios in
May 1977, in the week that Star Wars opened—a film matching the sensibilities of the younger
animators. The early CalArts hires were frustrated with the situation at the studio. Brad Bird
described it as “a dark period at Disney—an awful period when these mediocre guys, who had
been at the studio for maybe twenty years but had never been good enough to rise to the top
when the old guys were there, were kind of put in charge, and they were looking after their own
turf. It was the Peter Principle … these guys were really good at their jobs, but they were taken
out of their jobs and made directors—and they were not ‘directors.’”10 There is no doubt that the
CalArts guys were cocky. They were continuing as they had at CalArts, anxious to animate and
make films … and happy to set their own agenda. They were also a very talented group.Disney
had planned for a science fiction adventure as early at 1974, but had not followed through with it.
After the success of Star Wars, the project, now called The Black Hole, was put into production.
It would feature major visual effects, but there was a corporate inertia that would be impossible
to overcome with the people who were in place in the studio. In spite of the awe-inspiring visual
effects, there was a certain clumsiness because Disney did not have motion-control camera
capability at the time. The film did not have a star-laden cast, and the characters seemed
shallow and a bit corny. The film was released in late 1979. Tom Wilhite had joined Disney in
1976 as the publicity director. He was put in charge of finding a way to market The Black Hole.
He was also frustrated by the isolation of Disney within the film community and the lack of
resources applied to film marketing. In this case, he was also frustrated by the stark comparison
between The Black Hole and Star Wars. He focused the marketing campaign on the film’s visual
effects. The film was only a modest success, but it did move Disney away from the staid period
films and corny family comedies that had been the staple for decades. Miller promoted Wilhite to
be vice president in charge of development and head of live-action production. Wilhite and
Hansen would have a strained and uneasy working relationship.Wilhite brought Tron into Disney



after persuading Miller to buy the script and contract Steven Lisberger’s organization to set up at
the Disney Studios. Bill Kroyer had started at Disney in 1977 but had been recruited by Lisberger
to work on his developing projects. Kroyer was now back on the Disney lot. Future Disney
animators Roger Allers, Barry Cook, and Dave Stephan also came on to the Disney lot with the
Tron group.In 1981, Tom Wilhite was twenty-eight years old, whereas Ed Hansen was fifty-five
years old. Wilhite had a wonderful ability for recognizing and cultivating young creative talent. He
could “spot” people who were a bit left of center and nurtured their strengths.11 He was very
aware of the frustration young animators were feeling in the Animation Department due to his
empathy and the similarities in their ages. Many animators, such as John Lasseter, confided in
him. Jerry Rees was dissatisfied with the limitations being put on him during production of The
Fox and the Hound by directors he felt were unimaginative and derivative. He was curious about
the new group setting up offices in the third floor of the Animation Building and asked Wilhite if
he could look around. Wilhite listened to Rees’s appeal to be part of the Tron production rather
than being unproductive on The Fox and the Hound, and Rees was hired into the new group to
do storyboards for Tron with Kroyer.12Wilhite advocated to have John Musker made a co-
director on The Black Cauldron in order to ensure the production had the input of a youthful
perspective, and it was Musker who advocated for Tim Burton’s outside-of-the-box concept
drawings for the film. As the dysfunctional leadership of The Black Cauldron became more
apparent and frustration mounted, several animators left Disney and many artists were receptive
to other projects. Musker joined Burny Mattinson and Ron Clements on Story for Basil of Baker
Street (later renamed The Great Mouse Detective).When the debate about the direction of The
Black Cauldron came to a head, the producer, Joe Hale, made a proclamation: “We are going to
do a traditional Disney movie! That is what we are making!” The proclamation was disturbing to
many of the young animators. They interpreted it as saying, “Don’t get any big ideas in your
head!”—further evidence that Disney was trying the imitate the past with formulaic
productions.Mike Giaimo worked on The Black Cauldron in the Story Department for eight
months. His story work was a bit zany, and co-director Rick Rich did not care for it. One time
when Giaimo pitched his storyboards, Rich sniped, “Are we working on the same picture?”13
Rich could be very manipulative, which made for difficult team dynamics.Darrell Van Citters said
of the late 1970s and early 1980s at Disney: “There were lots of high spirits and not much outlet
in the work.”14 But creativity cannot be bottled up for long, and its pressure will find some relief.
The outlets included the after-hours film projects, Doctor of Doom and Luau (co-directed by Tim
Burton and Jerry Rees), and events, such as the “Eddie Fisher Show” and the 1980 producer-
animator volleyball challenge (led by Van Citters). Van Citters complained bitterly during his time
on The Fox and the Hound and was taken off the production after a disagreement with co-
director Ted Berman, who punished Van Citters by putting him back in Clean-Up.Ted Berman
was a co-director of The Black Cauldron, along with Rick Rich and Art Stevens. In earlier days,
Stevens had been part of the Ward Kimball unit, but his later work showed none of the quirky
zaniness one might have expected from somebody who had fit in and worked well with Kimball.



He had grown conservative and paranoid. He had responsibility for the “fairfolk” sequence, but
he did not want anybody to see it until he was really ready. He locked the door to his hallway and
would not let anybody in except the members of his team—for a year! It was finally demanded
that the sequence be shown … and it was judged as horrible and unusable.15 While the
animators were playing volleyball during lunch, they had often noticed Stevens standing and
scowling at them. When they asked Don Hahn, who was entering the producer ranks and had
been able to negotiate successfully the gulf between the various factions, whether Art Stevens
disliked them as much as it seemed, all he could say was, “Yeah, you’re right. He really doesn’t
like seeing young people have fun.”16John Musker said that when Wilhite was moved from
Disney Public Relations into the production side of the studio, he was viewed as “the Irving
Thalberg of Disney,” “the Boy Wonder,” and “the young guy.”17 He had the ear of Ron Miller. Ed
Hansen was the Animation Department manager and did not want Wilhite involved at all. Wilhite
saw the waste of young talent and did what he could to satisfy their creativity and retain them at
the studio. He was the head of Live-Action and Television and greenlit projects that showcased
the talents of young Animation Department artists. Hansen felt ignored and trampled on. Musker
characterized him as “an old-school middle manager”; Wilhite characterized him as “running his
department like a principal at a high school, in which he treated his artists like they were
students who had to be tolerated.”18 Randy Cartwright made a “home movie” tour of the
Animation Department in 1983, with John Lasseter and Joe Ranft sharing duty as cameramen.
They bumped into Hansen as they roamed the halls; in fact, they treated Hansen almost like the
high school principal in the film Ferris Bueller’s Day Off.19Wilhite brought Tim Burton and Rick
Heinrichs into the Live-Action Department, where they made the stop-motion short Vincent and
the live-action short Frankenweenie. They also made a television special for the Disney Channel,
entitled Hansel and Gretel, and worked on several other projects that were never produced. It
was Wilhite who managed to get Vincent Price as the narrator for Vincent.One of the first
computer-generated imagery (CGI) scenes in Tron to be rendered and shown on a rented
VistaVision projector was a Light Cycle sequence. John Lasseter was curious about what his
friends were up to and was one of the first people to see these images. He became intrigued
with computer animation. Lasseter brought Thomas Disch’s 1980 novel, The Brave Little
Toaster: A Bedtime Story for Small Appliances to Wilhite’s attention as a story that would be
especially suitable for computer animation. It was to be the world’s first CGI animated feature
film. The Brave Little Toaster team included Lasseter, Joe Ranft, and Brian McEntee. It was to be
done in a Grant Wood-esque painterly style. The animation would be more geometric to fit with a
3D computer graphic background. A test-of-concept was done, a piece using Maurice Sendak’s
book Where the Wild Things Are. Glen Keane did the character animation and Lasseter
coordinated the computer work with Mathematical Applications Group, Inc. (MAGI). It was
planned to use the COPS computer animation concept that Jerry Rees had developed during
the production of Tron. The Where the Wild Things Are test was fluid and entertaining. It was
amazing how far things had come during the short time since the production of Tron. Lasseter



had been part of a Disney animation group that toured Pixar (at Lucasfilm in San Rafael) in
February 1983. He was blown away by the new CG rendering developments and wanted to
know whether he could work with Pixar to fit his hand-drawn characters into CG backgrounds.20
Shortly after, the Where the Wild Things Are test and storyboards were pitched to Ron Miller.
The cost of The Brave Little Toaster was estimated to be $13 to $17 million, which was a little
less than a typical animated feature film at the time. The Brave Little Toaster was being
developed under the auspices of Wilhite’s Live-Action Department, which was very threatening
to the Animation Department management. Miller felt compelled to support Hansen, and soon
thereafter, Hansen fired Lasseter.21 John Musker, famous for his caricatures of studio denizens
and events, did a drawing with caricatures of Wilhite and Hansen as gunfighters facing off and
shooting at each other—only to look down after the shooting had stopped and find Lasseter
lying in a pool of blood … holding his toaster.22Tad Stones was developing television projects
for EPCOT at Walt Disney World in Florida, which was to open in October 1981. There were to
be four one-hour television specials for broadcast on the Sunday evening Disney/NBC show.
Stones rescued Van Citters from Clean-Up and paired him with Joe Ranft, who had recently left
CalArts to work for Disney. They had a Ward Kimball model in mind, similar to his series of
space-themed television shows and his special featurettes, It’s Tough To Be a Bird (1969) and
Dad, Can I Borrow the Car? (1970). Disney eventually pulled the plug on the EPCOT television
specials. Van Citters did not want to go back to the main Animation Department and have to
work on The Black Cauldron so, like so many others, he went to speak with Wilhite. Ed Gombert,
a young story man, had the idea to salvage some of the zany (some might say, bizarre) work
they had done for the EPCOT specials by using an audio-animatronic mechanical head—a
spare, skinless Lincoln head—to host a show linking the disparate elements. Wilhite gave the
greenlight to proceeding on Fun with Mr. Future. Van Citters enlisted Mike Giaimo to do
character and story design,23 and rounded off the team with Chris Buck. Fun with Mr. Future is
an obscure Disney animated short that has a much diminished scope than what was intended
for the television specials, but at least it was completed. It eventually got limited release, starting
on October 27, 1982, in some Los Angeles movie theaters in order to qualify for Oscar
consideration.24While he was still in Miller’s good graces, Wilhite filled the pipeline with
Something Wicked This Way Comes, based on Ray Bradbury’s book, Never Cry Wolf, and
Return to Oz. He also acquired a script for a romantic fantasy film called Splash, as well as the
film rights for an as-yet-unpublished novel entitled Who Censored Roger Rabbit?25Roger
Rabbit Development UnitThe Disney Studios Story Department would receive scripts and books
from literary agents. Some scripts and books were sent directly to Ron Miller, who was made
president and chief operating Officer of Walt Disney Productions on June 3, 1980. Earlier in his
career, he was sent the book Car, Boy, Girl directly from its author, Gordon Buford.26 The story
was later made into the film The Love Bug. The Story Department would also assess published
short stories and books for material on which to base film projects. Willard Carroll graduated
from the University of Southern California (USC) School of Cinema and began his career in the



story departments of ABC Motion Pictures, Orion Pictures, and Zoetrope Studios before
becoming a development executive at Walt Disney Productions. As a senior story editor, he
headed a team of story analysts who would summarize and assess source material.27 The story
analyst reports would be circulated amongst the studio’s seven or eight staff producers. If a
property was felt to have promise as a Disney project, a producer would be attached and a
development team would be established.The Disney Studios received a galley manuscript of
Who Censored Roger Rabbit? in 1980, ahead of its publication.28 It was later determined that
an employee at St. Martin’s Press had photocopied the manuscript and sent it to Disney without
permission and without the knowledge of Gary K. Wolf’s agent. An analysis of the book was
made and circulated to the producers; staff producer Marc Stirdivant was excited by the
possibilities and championed the acquisition of the film rights to the book. Ron Miller had
recently promoted Tom Wilhite from Publicity to lead the Development and Live-Action
Production. Wilhite convinced Miller to purchase the film rights, which he did—for $25,000—
over the objections of CEO Card Walker. Gary K. Wolf remembers that it was Roy E. Disney who
first contacted him to buy the film rights to his book.Stirdivant was part of the Live-Action side of
the studio, responding to Wilhite. Since the story was so clearly appropriate as an animation/live-
action combination project, Wilhite suggested that Stirdivant discuss the possibilities with Van
Citters, who was just finishing Fun with Mr. Future.29 With the blessing of Wilhite, the Roger
Rabbit project proceeded into development in 1981. Darrell Van Citters was assigned as the
director of the unit.The Fun with Mr. Future team made the transition to the Roger Rabbit
development unit. It was quickly decided that, for the film, “toons” would be involved in the
production of cartoon films rather than comic strips. Darrell Van Citters and Mike Giaimo set the
tone. Giaimo did the initial production design and developed many character designs during two
years of work from 1981 through 1982.30 Chris Buck came into the unit a bit after Giaimo to
work mostly on visuals.31 Van Citters was attracted by the unique character relationships,
seeing it as “a buddy film, with a twist.”32 He saw it as a live-action film and, indeed, the
development unit was working under the auspices of the Live-Action Department. Roger Rabbit
was designed to “look like a goon,”33 affixed with the big nose of an archetypal cartoon look.
The clownish look was intended to belie an inner core of emotional depth and heart. Van Citters
and Giaimo explored many different looks for Jessica; ultimately, they settled on a design
reminiscent of a young Katharine Hepburn. Baby Herman has an the look of an infant when he is
performing, but the look is modified to fit his attitude and behavior in his “real” toon life. In the
earliest versions, he resembled the “Danny DeVito in diapers” that Gary K. Wolf had described.
Captain Cleaver is an enormous block of a toon that seems to be nothing but chin and bluster.
They had animator Mike Gabriel pose in the Disney backlot and created a number of drawn/live-
action combination images to evaluate the concept. It is a drawn element from one of these
combination images that was used in the 1981 Walt Disney Productions Annual Report
(prepared for the January 28, 1982, annual meeting of stockholders).The “Motion Pictures and
Television” section of the 1981 Disney annual report mentions the release of Fantasia, with a



new soundtrack, and the reissue of Bambi, Cinderella, and Robin Hood. It identifies Never Cry
Wolf, Night Crossing, Something Wicked This Way Comes, Tex, and Tron as productions
intended for release in 1982, and describes the animated films in various stages of production.
On page twenty-two, the annual report describes the early footage of The Black Cauldron as
providing “dramatic evidence that this may take a place beside the great animated features.”
Basil of Baker Street is mentioned as being in story development and Mickey’s Christmas Carol
is announced for Christmas 1982 release. On page twenty-six of the annual report is the first
public mention of Roger Rabbit. The image shows the earliest character design for Roger Rabbit
and the caption reads,Who Censored Roger Rabbit? uncovers the crime of the century when
Roger, Hollywood’s top animated star, becomes the principal subject in the murder of a real-life
film producer. This totally original, inventive comedy-mystery, scheduled for 1983 release,
assumes that animated characters are real and co-exist with their human counterparts. Marc
Stirdivant is producing with Disney artist Darrell Van Citters directing the animation sequences.
(26)The image below that caption announces Trenchcoat, a comedy-mystery starring Robert
Hays and Margot Kidder, a Walt Disney Productions film that would ultimately not be released
under the Disney name due to more adult themes—presaging the establishment of Touchstone
Pictures.The Animation Department was working away at The Black Cauldron at this time.
Lisberger’s Tron unit was winding down, so the novelty of groups doing animation outside of the
direct management of the Animation Department had worn off. The Roger Rabbit development
unit was not a secret group, but it was under the radar for many people at the studio at its
inception.34 Van Citters was happy to show people, usually friends from CalArts days, what the
development unit was doing on Roger Rabbit.35 He initially intended to have the film set in the
television world. They settled ultimately for the film to be set in the 1940s, with a film noir tone
similar to Wolf’s novel.36The young writing team of Peter Seaman and Jeffrey Price was on the
Disney lot, having just completed a screenplay entitled Malta Wants Me Dead, which was
eventually renamed Trenchcoat. Wilhite suggested that Seaman and Price should work with the
Roger Rabbit unit to develop a screenplay. It was clear that the budget for an ambitious
animation/live-action combination film would be much higher than for typical Disney animated
productions at the time. Although it was not uncommon for animated feature films to have a
screenplay, of sorts, story development in Animation was more typically done in the Story
Department by means of storyboards. It was more typical in Live-Action to work from a
screenplay. The displaced Roger Rabbit animation group had been developing story scenarios
and storyboards in their Disney Animation fashion, so the intrusion of live-action customs came
as an unpleasant surprise.At this stage, the Roger Rabbit unit comprised of Van Citters, Giaimo,
and Joe Ranft. Chris Buck came in later and did not work with Seaman and Price.37 At first, the
relationship between Van Citters and Seaman and Price was collaborative, but it soured over
time.38 Seaman and Price ordered up old Tex Avery cartoons and cataloged “bits of
business.”39 Van Citters’s complaint was that the script did not come from a place of knowing
and understanding animation, but rather of observing and copying animation.40 Conversely,



Van Citters may not have fully understood the language and needs of live-action film production.
It became a less collaborative process as time went on. As Van Citters describes it, “Seaman
and Price would go away and write their stuff, then present it.” He did not like the Seaman and
Price treatment. He says, “I probably created a lot more antagonism than I needed to, because
… I really hated it! And I said so! Now, I would be a little more discrete about my criticism, but I
really didn’t like it. They went off and wrote a second draft that, to me, still didn’t resolve the
problems.”41 Indeed, Van Citters’s copy of the second draft is peppered with comments that
reflect his displeasure. Many of the comments are cynical and not especially helpful, which is
indicative of a breakdown in communication between the parties. Jeffrey Price has said that too
much was made of the director and screenwriters not getting along.42The second draft of
Seaman and Price’s screenplay is dated July 26, 1982.43 Roger Rabbit is described as a six-
foot-high bunny. The screenplay begins with a cartoon short, very similar to that in the final film,
and makes the transition to live-action very similarly to the final film …Roger Rabbit hires Eddie
Valiant for a stakeout to find out who steals (and returns) his wife’s car every night. Eddie finds
out that it is Roger’s wife, Jessica, who is taking her own car. He follows her to the Cartoon
Equity Home for the Aged, where he finds that she reads for the old toons. We are introduced to
Lt. Santino and Capt. Cleaver [a character Gary K. Wolf created in the novel]. Perry Passou, a
producer at the DeGreasey Cartoon Studio in Hollywood, is murdered and Roger is suspected.
Roger and Jessica are in Passou’s new film, Rabbit on the Lam. It turns out that Jessica was
having an affair with Passou so that she could get a part in the film. Eddie and Roger confront
Passou’s gofer, a gopher named Norman Burrows. They find out that Passou was “blackmailing”
Rocco DeGreasey by withholding the film from release. He wouldn’t let anybody see the film and
had it locked in a vault at his home. They also find out that Jessica was terrible in the part and
Passou had cut her part out of the film.DeGreasey is taking advantage of Roger being wanted
for murder in promoting the film, Rabbit on the Lam, which points to Roger as a potential murder
suspect. Jessica falls for Eddie. The gopher, Norman Burrows, is killed and Eddie is framed for
the murder, but the police think Roger did it. While Roger is in hiding, Jessica invites Eddie to
accompany her to the premiere of Rabbit on the Lam.During the premiere, Eddie sees that
Jessica is still in the film. He calls the police to turn Roger in, but when the police arrive to arrest
Roger—Eddie uncovers the murder plot. It turns out that Jessica had killed Passou and framed
Roger Rabbit. She had been “stealing” her own car every night to visit Passou. She had learned
that Passou was going to cut her scene out of the film. On the night Eddie had followed her, she
had gone to the Home for the Aged in order to read the old toons to sleep and give herself an
alibi by slipping out the back to kill Passou while Eddie was staking out the front of the home.
She had also killed the gopher because he had seen the film (with her cut out), and she had
seduced Eddie to secure his silence.In the end, Eddie and Roger become partners in a Private
Investigator business. Although Roger and Baby Herman are in a film, the screenplay is set in
the television age, with cameo appearances by Fred Flintstone, Rocky and Bullwinkle, Casper,
Heckle and Jeckle, Mighty Mouse, Mr. Magoo, and even Elliot from Pete’s Dragon. There is a



perplexing assortment of live-action cameo appearances, especially at Passou’s funeral,
including Jack Benny, Zsa Zsa Gabor, and Ringo Starr. One of the only direct lines that made it
into the final film is Baby Herman saying, “My problem is I got a fifty-year-old lust and a three-
year-old dinkie.” It is clear from Darrell Van Citters’s comments on his copy of the script that he
did not envisage Toontown in the film—at all. He thought that Seaman and Price’s use of the
zany Tex Avery-style gags was superficial and did not add to Roger Rabbit’s character
development.The opinions of the other people in the Roger Rabbit unit (Giaimo, Stirdivant, and
later, Randy Cartwright) regarding the screenplay, and the final Who Framed Roger Rabbit film,
are closely aligned with those of Van Citters. They felt that Roger should be more nuanced and
thoughtful, under the clown exterior.44 They all saw a chasm grow between Van Citters and the
screenwriters. The screenwriters were perplexed by Van Citters’s enmity. The humor suited their
sensibilities, but Van Citters’s disapproval with the script seemed disproportionate to the
variance in their senses of humor. That the screenwriters did not “get it” fueled Van Citters’ scorn.
He was afraid that a live-action director might only see wild gags, fast timing, impossible
situations, and enormous pliability. Van Citters said, “I was afraid that in the wrong hands, we
might end up with animated equivalent of an Animal House.”45 Giaimo sheds some light on Van
Citters’s frame of mind, saying that Van Citters believed, at the time, that animation was “hanging
on by a thread,” especially at Disney. He says that Van Citters wanted to be taken seriously and
he wanted animation to be taken seriously.46 Van Citters reacted poorly to animation being
played over the top.Van Citters felt that the story could showcase subtlety and nuance in
animation. Van Citters, and most of the others from CalArts, were passionate about animation
and its potential for conveying complex stories and emotions. Their experience at the Disney
studio at that time led to a belief that animation was held in relatively low regard. Van Citters
even viewed the antagonistic relationship between Eddie Valiant and Roger Rabbit as a
metaphor for the relationship between live-action production and animation at the Disney studio.
The others were not as passionate in that aspect of their roles, but were inclined to think that
Seaman and Price had a low respect for animation and tended to resort to animation
stereotypes and insert Avery-style gags where they didn’t belong.47 Regardless, the direction
for the film, and the development unit, did not coalesce around the screenplay and Van Citters
was unable, or unwilling, to instill his vision for the film in the screenwriters.Although Van Citters
had a proprietary interest in the film, even he realized that his role would eventually be as the
director of animation. He did not have the clout in Hollywood to helm a film budgeted initially at
$12 million and knew that they would need a name brand director to get the project sold. Disney
would need to go elsewhere for the live-action director. In 1982, Disney contacted Bob
Zemeckis. Tom Wilhite says that Zemeckis campaigned for the director job on Roger Rabbit. His
first two films, I Wanna Hold Your Hand and Used Cars, received good reviews from the critics,
but did not do especially well at the box office. Steven Spielberg was his mentor and was the
executive producer on those films. Zemeckis had a fallow period following Used Cars (1980),
although he used the time to prepare a script for what would become Back to the Future.



Zemeckis visited Disney and expressed interest in Roger Rabbit.48 He said, “When I read
Roger Rabbit, I knew it had great potential. I couldn’t get it out of my mind. But in those days, the
Disney Studios weren’t in gear. I went off to do Romancing the Stone. When I came back, Disney
still wasn’t very serious about it.”49Other directors considered by Disney were:50• John Landis,
who had National Lampoon’s Animal House (1978) and The Blues Brothers (1980) under his
belt and had just directed An American Werewolf in London (1981).• Joe Dante, who had
directed The Howling (1981) and was just about to direct Gremlins (1984).• Jack Fisk, who had
been the art director on Phantom of the Paradise (1974) and Carrie (1976) and had just directed
Raggedy Man (1981).• Michael Apted, who had directed Coal Miner’s Daughter (1980) and
Continental Divide (1981), and was just about to direct Gorky Park (1983).• Ron Howard, who
directed Grand Theft Auto in 1977, while still acting in the television series Happy Days and had
just finished directing Night Shift (1982). He would go on to direct Disney’s 1984 smash hit
Splash, the first film released under the Touchstone Pictures label. He later replaced Zemeckis
as the director in Cocoon (1985), before Romancing the Stone (1984) was released and proved
to be a hit—due to the anxiety of the producers about Zemeckis’s poor box-office track record at
that stage in his career.Another director had been approached very early in the project, even
before Seaman and Price had become involved. Disney had offered the director job to Terry
Gilliam, the lone American in the Monty Python’s Flying Circus troupe. He did the quirky
animated skit interstitial elements. Monty Python had a five-year run on BBC Television, from
1969 to 1974. Gilliam went on to direct Jabberwocky (1977), Time Bandits (1981), The Meaning
of Life (1983), Brazil (1985), The Adventures of Baron Munchausen (1988), and many other
subsequent films. As Gilliam says, “I passed on that one, but it didn’t matter because it was a
stage when it was still just a book and I didn’t want to get into animation. I just read the book and
said, ‘This is too much work.’ Pure laziness on my part.”Tom Wilhite had his own issues at the
time. Tron had opened on July 9, 1982. It had cost $19 million to produce—a large budget for the
time, especially for Disney. It was not doing well at the box office. In spite of his other concerns,
he saw that the Roger Rabbit development unit was not making the headway he had expected
and that Van Citters was not leading as he had hoped. He has said that Van Citters and the
screenwriters had adjoining offices with an inter-connecting door, and that he was not aware of it
having been opened or that they spoke. Wilhite tried to coach both Van Citters and Stirdivant in
order for the Roger Rabbit project to gain more traction. Stirdivant had obtained permission for
use of Woody Woodpecker in the film, but that was facilitated by the fact that Walter Lantz and
Walt Disney had shared a long and cordial relationship. Similar requests to other studios had not
been as successful.51 Disney did not have the weight in Hollywood, and Ron Miller did not have
the relationships with other studio heads, to make things happen.52On February 24, 1983, Card
Walker resigned as chief executive officer, and Ron Miller was elected as the new CEO of Walt
Disney Productions. On April 18, the Disney Channel, a new cable-TV network, began
broadcasting. The next day it began airing a show called Disney Studio Showcase. In the April
1983 episode, noted Disney historian John Culhane wanders the studio halls and as he pokes



his head into doors, in a way reminiscent of Robert Benchley in The Reluctant Dragon, he
highlights various studio projects in preparation. He looks in on Something Wicked This Way
Comes and the special effects on Baby. He has a short interaction with Tim Burton about his
short film Vincent, and we even get a glimpse into Burton’s Hansel and Gretel Disney Channel
television special (which was aired only once, on Halloween night of 1983, until it surfaced again
as part of the Tim Burton retrospective at MoMA, in New York, in 2009). He finally pushes his
head into a room to find Darrell Van Citters, Mike Giaimo, and Marc Stirdivant. Stirdivant explains
the premise of the proposed Roger Rabbit film, which follows the second draft of Seaman and
Price’s screenplay. Two rough pencil tests are shown: one features an animated Captain Cleaver
confronting a live-action Eddie Valiant, and the other pencil test shows Jessica Rabbit trying to
seduce Eddie Valiant. Finally, a short colored animation test is shown of Roger Rabbit, voiced by
Paul Reubens (of Pee-wee Herman fame).53In the test-of-concept film clips, Eddie Valiant is
played by Peter Renoudet (also known as Pete Renaday). Renoudet started at Disney in 1959 in
the Art Props Department. He made many of the props for Mary Poppins. He also often did
“stand-ins” during screen tests, and occasionally had bit parts in the Disney comedies of the
1960s (including The Love Bug and The Million Dollar Duck). He continued his career with
Disney and extended it into voice acting. His time on Roger Rabbit amounted to “one
unremarkable day of filming.”54In Randy Cartwright’s Disney studio tour home movie of 1983,
he wanders the halls of the Animation Building, peering into office doorways and getting
reactions from the occupants. He enters Darrell Van Citters’s office …55RANDY: What is Darrell
working on?DARRELL: Roger Rabbit!RANDY: Explain what you mean by … Roger Rabbit …
Darrell.DARRELL: [silence]RANDY: Darrell’s usually good at this stuff.DARRELL: [silence,
Darrell shakes his head, camera pans down to show character maquettes on desk]RANDY: At
least he’s working harder than he was during the last film. [Note: unsure whether this refers to the
last Studio Tour home movie in 1980 or Van Citters’s time on The Fox and the Hound]DARRELL:
[holding Roger Rabbit maquette]This is Roger. Some day you might see him … but then again,
you might not.That’s the way things go around this place [holding Captain Cleaver
maquette].This is Captain Cleaver, the cop [raising a hammer off the desk].This is a hammer,
and … uh …RANDY: That’s it?DARRELL: That’s it.RANDY: [to the camera] That’s … Roger
Rabbit!DARRELL: [mumbling] That’s about all that you’re ever going to see of Roger
Rabbit.There was clearly something in the wind at the Disney Studios.Richard Berger was
trained as a certified public accountant, but he had show business in his blood; his mother was a
former Ziegfeld girl and his father was a theatrical producer. Berger joined 20th Century Fox in
1973, as vice president of programming. He spent a short stint at CBS as vice president of
programming, then joined Disney in 1983 as president of Walt Disney Pictures. Tom Wilhite was
now working for Berger, who approached Steven Spielberg about producing Roger Rabbit.56
He even arranged for Van Citters to send Spielberg the Roger Rabbit character maquettes that
Van Citters had made, as well as the script and test footage—in an attempt to pique Spielberg’s
interest in the project. Spielberg was intrigued, but he did not bite.57 Producer deals were not a



part of Disney’s practice at the time, and Berger backed off when Spielberg told Berger his
fee.Wilhite suggested that Stirdivant and Van Citters get the writing team of Lowell Ganz and
Babaloo Mandel involved. They had written the screenplay for Night Shift and were at the Disney
Studios, just finishing the script for Splash—both films directed by Ron Howard. Ganz and
Mandel provided two drafts of a screenplay; the second draft is dated December 13, 1984.58
Van Citters felt that the script was “more respectful of cartoons.”59 The screenplay begins with a
cartoon …Music swells and a cartoon studio logo emerges from the screen … Swell Pictures
Presents … Baby Herman in Sour Krauts. Baby Herman, Roger Rabbit, and new character,
General Mayhem, are in a house pretending to be soldiers … and chaotic hilarity ensues. When
the cartoon transitions to live action, we find that Baby Herman’s off-screen personality is suave
and Ronald Colman-like.Roger used to be a star (in 1940), but it’s now 1944 … and he’s a has-
been second banana. He has blown his lines and Myron Swell kicks him off the picture.The
scene switches to Eddie Valiant, a private investigator and accordion teacher. He is upset that D-
Day has just happened and he is not there to fight. Roger comes into Eddie’s office, says that his
house was broken into, and hires Eddie to investigate. In the course of his investigation, Eddie
hears from Goofy that Myron Swell is also stealing Roger’s wife, Jessica.Later, Swell is shot and
killed and Eddie sees Roger fleeing from Swell’s office. Another shot is taken from outside the
office window, by somebody in a Nazi uniform. Eddie gives chase, only to find that they are
filming Sour Krauts at the studio and everybody seems to be wearing a Nazi uniform, including
Konrad Schumtz, the lead actor.Myron’s brother, Lesley, assumes leadership of Swell Pictures.
Lesley hated his brother. He finds that the Sour Krauts film is missing and it must be found
before the scheduled premiere—the fate of the studio hinges on it.Schumtz has been spying on
both Eddie and Roger. Somebody tries to drown Eddie in a swimming pool and takes a parcel
that Roger had given to Eddie to pass on to Jessica. Roger saves Eddie from drowning. Their
vehicle is ambushed and Eddie gives chase into Griffith Park, up to the Hollywood sign. There is
a gunfight and Roger is shot. The gunfight continues around the sign and a Nazi, named Otto,
gets away in a helicopter. Eddie and Roger pursue the helicopter by Roger spinning his ears like
chopper blades. While in pursuit, Dumbo (and Timothy) fly past. When the helicopter lands,
Eddie and Roger sneak up but everybody is gone. Roger starts to sink in quicksand and soon
disappears. Eddie decides to jump in after him and falls through the quicksand pit into an
underground cave. The quicksand pit is a secret entrance to the Nazi’s West Coast
headquarters.Eddie and Roger see Konrad and Otto as they discover that the parcel contains a
necklace for Jessica rather than the film they believed Roger had taken from Myron Swell’s
office on the night of his murder. Konrad shoots Otto because of the mistake. It turns out that
stolen jet plane designs have been “hidden” in plain sight, in the Sour Krauts film. (“Who would
look for a stolen film, in a film?”) The Nazis had heard that Myron Swell was going to cut Jessica
out of the film and knew that he would discover the stolen film segment when he was making the
cuts.Eddie and Roger are discovered and Eddie saves Roger from Konrad. They escape from
the Nazi soldiers in the helicopter. Eddie figures out that Jessica killed Myron Swell and stole the



film segment because Myron threatened to burn it. Jessica’s next gambit is to try seducing
Eddie. Roger sees this and runs for Toontown.The screenplay calls for Eddie to pause before
entering the tunnel into Toontown, similar to the final version of Who Framed Roger
Rabbit.Toontown is similar to what is seen in Who Framed Roger Rabbit, but is darker and more
sinister. Eddie goes to the Boop-boop-ba-doop Club, where there is an octopus bartender and
we hear the “drink on the rocks” gag. Betty Boop is the headliner. Eddie finds Roger in a back
room where Mighty Mouse, Woody Woodpecker, Casper, and Felix the Cat are playing poker.
Eddie finds out that toons are not allowed in the army either.Jessica lies to the police to make
them think that Eddie and Roger are guilty of Myron Swell’s murder. They are captured and
thrown into jail. The jailhouse graffiti shows them that Jessica has left a lot of broken hearts.
Eddie pretends to hang himself (Roger disguises himself as “the rope”) as a ploy for a jailbreak.
They break out just in time to go to the premiere for Sour Krauts. The screenplay has a running
gag with Donald Duck trying to crash the premiere after Daisy goes in without him.Konrad
Schumtz steals the film and makes a run for it to Toontown, where he finds himself at the Boop-
boop-ba-doop Club. Mickey and Minnie have a cameo at a table. Eddie and Roger confront
Konrad, but Nazi U-boat officers intervene. The surrounding toons are not inclined to help
because they have been treated as second-class citizens, but Roger gives a rousing patriotic
speech and the toons end up helping Eddie and Roger recover the film from the Nazis off the U-
boat.In the end, Eddie and Roger are accepted into the army and are shown getting on to a
troop transport plane.The Roger Rabbit development unit storyboarded the Ganz and Mandel
script. Giaimo and Van Citters worked on character designs for the new treatment. Chris Buck
had done the experimental animation pencil tests that were seen on the Disney Studio
Showcase episode, and Randy Cartwright was assigned to the unit briefly to animate the walk
cycle that was used in the fully rendered animation test-of-concept film clip. Cartwright’s time on
Roger Rabbit lasted only a couple of months. He was unaware of Joe Ranft’s involvement with
the unit, so it seems that Ranft had moved on to different things by that time. Then, development
on Roger Rabbit was stopped suddenly. The shutdown was in late 1983.60Tom Wilhite tried
hard to do the right thing, but he no longer had the support of the studio. Tron had not been the
box-office success that the studio had hoped for and, on the heels of the disappointment of The
Black Hole, Wilhite no longer had his previous sway with Ron Miller and seemed to be
constantly at odds with Ed Hansen in the Animation Department. In fact, Miller was under
pressure himself. The disappointing returns from Tron were a problem for pushing other novel
projects.61 The dysfunction in the Animation Department continued throughout the production
of The Black Cauldron, but Animation management grew increasingly upset that Wilhite, and
Live-Action, had been poaching its talent. Miller could not, or would not, put anybody into
Animation who could lead. Animation’s middle management was causing the antagonism.62
There was not a strong person to wrangle the disparate groups within Animation. Miller realizes
that he may not have nipped things in the bud, as he might have wanted to. He was distracted by
other things happening with the Disney company.63 The young CalArts animators were not



blameless. Chris Buck says that he and the other animators often behaved like “snot-nosed
brats who thought they knew everything and wanted to make their imprint.”64 He readily admits,
now, that they did not know as much as they thought they did at the time. Others thought that
Miller was interested enough to allow Wilhite some freedom, but that he did not have the interest
to really move Roger Rabbit along.65 He was not a “creative” and was not as passionate about
the project. It was felt that he did not have “a fire under him” and was just trying to maintain the
status quo.On the other hand, this was very early in the careers of the young animators. They
were impatient, and that impatience added to their frustration. It was their first big project—their
first opportunity to guide the development of a potential feature film. They did not yet know that
many projects would die on the vine during their careers. They were passionate about their
designs and their choices of direction, and they felt wounded that it was being taken away.66
Those who were involved in the early Roger Rabbit development unit point to the test-of-concept
voiced by Paul Reubens. Reubens provided the voice for Roger while he was still with the
improvisation corps, the Groundlings—long before his fame as Pee-wee Herman in Pee-Wee’s
Big Adventure (1985), directed by Tim Burton. Van Citters saw Roger as having deep pathos,
not being just a clown. The Ganz and Mandel treatment allowed Roger more depth—to be more
of a tragic clown, as in Leoncavallo’s opera Pagliacci or even like Emmett Kelly. It is said that
Paul Reubens’s reading for Roger must be heard to more fully understand Van Citters’s strong
point-of-view.67 He brought a sympathetic goofiness that was hard to define.68Beyond these
factors, Card Walker was extremely conservative. He may have hindered Miller’s efforts to effect
change at Disney. In spite of the conservatism of his superiors and predecessors, Miller was
able to institute a surprising amount of change during his short tenure as president and CEO. It
was during his time that Walt Disney Productions brought the Disney Channel, Buena Vista
Home Entertainment, and Touchstone Pictures on stream. Also, Tokyo Disneyland was
developed and built, and EPCOT was constructed, during this time. Miller (and Wilhite) acquired
and put into production Tron and Splash. Splash showed that Disney was capable of producing
witty and engaging adult comedies and, beyond its box-office success, it helped to open the
doors to Hollywood creative people who would previously have avoided working at Disney. In
spite of the disappointing box office, Tron developed a strong cult following and, eventually, a
strong franchise. The other organizational changes reaped great rewards for the company in the
years to come; rewards for which successors took credit. Richard Berger arrived at the studio in
1983, and Wilhite no longer had the clout that he had once enjoyed. Berger and Wilhite weren’t
getting along. By April 1984, Wilhite had left Disney.Nevertheless, and for a multitude of reasons,
not the least of which was Disney’s reluctance to invest over $12 million in the production, Roger
Rabbit failed to gain the necessary traction within the studio and within Hollywood … and the
development unit was shut down in late 1983. Chris Buck was assigned to The Black Cauldron.
He lasted only one week before he left Disney (in early 1984). He departed before Michael
Eisner, Frank Wells, and Jeffrey Katzenberg came on board. He found work storyboarding on
Tim Burton’s live-action special film Frankenweenie (1984). An earlier stop-motion project, Trick



or Treat, had been aborted. Frankenweenie was another of Tom Wilhite’s efforts to keep the
highly creative Burton at Disney. The production was done off-the-lot in a nondescript building in
north Burbank.69Following the cessation of further development on Roger Rabbit, a Special
Projects Unit was established, with Van Citters as its director. This unit was also set up off the
main Disney lot in an office building, which formerly housed a bank, on Glen Oaks Boulevard in
northern Burbank. Van Citters engaged in what he called “guerrilla practices.” The unit used
standard animation paper, and registration holes, none of which were the Disney Standard.70
He was quite happy with the autonomy of being off the main Disney lot. They eventually began
work on a “Sport Goofy” project. The special featurette, Sport Goofy in Soccermania, was
intended to be the link pin for a Disney marketing initiative to refresh and renew the library of
Goofy sports-related How To … shorts. It was never intended to have production values similar
to the feature films. Disney marketing saw an opportunity, likely associated with the upcoming
1984 Summer Olympic Games in Los Angeles, to emblazon sports merchandise with a Disney
brand. Disney had a library of Goofy shorts in which the Goof got into comic situations as a
consequence of his ineptitude. The shorts could be repackaged in any number of formats for a
new, young audience. When it was finally released in 1987, it was preceded by a mockumentary
showing a compilation of clips from older shorts, with Goofy getting everything wrong. The show
segued into the new cartoon featurette, in which Goofy is shown to be competent, athletic, and
heroic.71 The Sport Goofy initiative yielded a wide variety of branded merchandise, not always
sports-related.The campaign was not very prominent in North America, but it took root in
Europe. By the mid-1980s, “funny animal” comic books had almost disappeared, to be replaced
by dark versions of superhero comic characters and graphic novels. But in Europe there was,
and continues to be, a strong market for the Disney characters in comic books. Belgium,
Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Spain, Sweden, and the
United Kingdom have regular publication of Disney comic book titles. Donald Duck, in particular,
was, and remains, extremely popular and is often published under several distinct titles in each
country. Carl Barks is revered, but Europe has produced its own talented Disney comic book
artists: Giovan Battista Carpi, Giorgio Cavazzano, Daan Jippes, Claude Marin, Jukka Murtossari,
Pierre Nicolas, Romano Scarpa, and Vicar. Finland, in particular, is crazy about Donald Duck
(Aku Ankka, in Finnish) and publishes Donald Duck titles in Finnish—sometimes, even in
regional Finnish dialects. In 2001, the Finnish Post Office issued a stamp commemorating the
fiftieth anniversary of Donald Duck comics in Finland.This was a fertile environment for the Sport
Goofy initiative. Although the featurette and initiative was named for the Goof, it features Huey,
Dewey, and Louie and characters of Carl Barks creation, Uncle Scrooge, and the Beagle Boys.
Disney assembled a television series, Quack Attack, which linked vintage Donald Duck shorts,
as early programming for the Disney Channel. That satisfied the North American demand, but
the Disney Channel was not available in Europe. The Goofy shorts were mostly mime-action and
had little dialogue except for his yelps and chuckles.They were perfect for compilation and
repackaging for a burgeoning European videocassette market. The Sport Goofy in Soccermania



vehicle fed right into the insatiable European demand for Donald Duck comics. Sport Goofy in
Soccermania, on videocassette and DVD, is impossible to find in English in North America,
except on the internet,72 but it is easy to find copies of the featurette in many other languages.
The Sport Goofy brand is still used to sponsor the Spanish National Youth Tennis Championship
tournament. The featurette was also the first new animation to feature the Donald Duck gang
and was a prelude to the DuckTales television series in 1987. Tad Stones had worked briefly with
WED Enterprises (later Walt Disney Imagineering) on projects related to the World in Motion and
Imagination pavilions at EPCOT. It was Stones who commissioned the early work that resulted in
Fun with Mr. Future and the core of the Roger Rabbit development unit. Stones was a writer on
Sport Goofy in Soccermania and would later go on to be the creative force behind DuckTales
and many other Disney Television animated series.But, that was … 1987 and later. In 1984, the
environment was not as urgent as it maybe should have been with the Olympics almost upon
them. In addition to Tad Stones, Joe Ranft, and Mike Giaimo received writing credits. There was
no producer credited on the featurette, although Clive Reinhard may be said to have served that
function. Most of his career credits are as a production accountant.73 It wasn’t a “holiday” for the
Special Projects unit in north Burbank, but they had fun and engaged in a little subversion.
Roger Rabbit, the clownish incarnation of that time, appears in a crowd scene—wildly clapping
along with other “funny animal” spectators at the soccer game.Chris Buck came back to Disney
in late 1984 to work in the Sport Goofy unit, and again complete the team. The Special Projects
unit was still located off the main Disney lot when Eisner and Wells arrived at Disney in late
September 1984. Jeffrey Katzenberg was hired from Paramount soon afterward. Things
changed quickly on the main lot, with many long-service Disney employees suddenly gone and
many new executives suddenly appearing. The studios at Disney were no longer to be the
backwater of Hollywood. Eisner and Wells hit the ground running and reviewed all of the current
productions. The feedback to Van Citters was that they were satisfied with the way that Sport
Goofy in Soccermania was proceeding. Not long afterward, there was a change of heart and
Sport Goofy in Soccermania was deemed “unreleasable.” Van Citters’s style had much snappier
timing than typical Disney fare. The Sport Goofy project came in slightly under budget and Van
Citters asked Katzenberg whether some of the leftover monies could be distributed to the crew
as a bonus. The request seemed reasonable, but was pushing the norms for the studio at that
time. Katzenberg’s opinion was that providing that sort of incentive on projects opened a
potential for abuse. Whether the request contributed to a change in perception about Van Citters
or not—something had changed.Gary Krisel had been the president of the Disney subsidiary,
Disneyland/Vista Records, but in November 1984—when Walt Disney Productions was
reincorporated as the Walt Disney Company—a new subsidiary, the Walt Disney Pictures
Television Animation Group, was formed and Krisel was named as its first president. The Special
Projects unit was doing work that would have now fallen under the jurisdiction of the Television
Animation Group, and Van Citters was convinced that Krisel had played studio politics to change
Eisner’s opinion on the state of Sport Goofy. Van Citters felt that he had been “stabbed in the



back.”74 Van Citters’s and Giaimo’s take on Sport Goofy was, admittedly, zany/quirky. Ward
Kimball was brought in, as a consultant, to fix it. Even Kimball thought that it was “bizarre.”
Eventually, Matt O’Callaghan was brought in as director.75 It was a difficult time for Van Citters
(and O’Callaghan). Van Citters had lost control of Sport Goofy in Soccermania, but Roger Rabbit
was not completely dead. Marc Stirdivant was continuing to try to make things happen.Soon
after Katzenberg arrived at Disney, he came to Eisner wanting to move the Animation group off
the main Disney lot so that their offices in the Animation Building could be used for the
producers, directors, and writers that Disney was beginning to sign to long-term contracts.76
There was palpable and credible fear in the Animation Department that Disney Animation would
be shut down altogether. Disney already had a presence in an industrial/warehousing
neighborhood, surrounding the former Glendale municipal airport terminal, in nearby Glendale.
WED Enterprises, soon to become known as Walt Disney Imagineering (WDI), had long been
located at 1401 Flower Street. A converted one-story office/warehouse building at 1420 Flower
Street was taken over by Disney to house some growing units for which there was no space on
the main Burbank lot. Individuals began drifting over to Glendale to set up their workspaces at
the converted Flower Street building in late 1985. The growing computer graphics (CG) group
moved there from the main lot in early 1986,77 and the balance of the Animation group followed
in early 1986. The Little Mermaid was the first project to be produced in its entirety in Glendale.In
the “live-action film world”—everywhere, except at Disney—a studio would seek a producer for
interesting projects. The studio is essentially the banker—with some level of creative control.
That is the world Katzenberg came from, so he did not think anything of discussing Roger Rabbit
with Steven Spielberg. It wasn’t a big decision, and his seeking an outside producer was not an
indictment against Disney. It was simply an acknowledgment that Disney had been working on
Roger Rabbit for more than three years and still had neither the resources nor the corporate
energy for producing it. Nevertheless, it was a shock for those inside Disney for Roger Rabbit to
slip away from them.78There have been several corporate myths perpetrated to burnish the
already sterling reputations of Eisner and Katzenberg. A number of the myths are related to
Roger Rabbit. The myth is that they went “mining for gold” in the Disney morgue and found the
Roger Rabbit screenplays, lost and languishing (and unloved). The truth is that the Roger Rabbit
development unit had been very active only nine months prior to the arrival of Eisner and
Katzenberg, and Marc Stirdivant had continued trying to make things happen while Van Citters
and his crew were biding their time, in anticipation of the opportunity for further development in
order to greenlight the production. The myth is that Eisner and Katzenberg found a dozen—well,
at least … ten—Roger Rabbit screenplays. The truth is that there were four screenplays: two
drafts from Seaman and Price and two drafts from Ganz and Mandel. The myth is that Eisner
and Katzenberg performed some kind of magic to get Spielberg on board, with some of the
magic based on favors granted and owed for helping to get the Indiana Jones franchise off the
ground while Eisner and Katzenberg were at Paramount. The truth is that Disney already had
Spielberg and Zemeckis sold on Roger Rabbit before Eisner and Katzenberg arrived. Both



Spielberg and Zemeckis were intrigued by Roger Rabbit but neither of them thought that the
“old” Disney had the corporate will to mount the production. Whether Spielberg or Katzenberg
first brought up the topic of Roger Rabbit is unclear and not especially relevant. Roger Rabbit
was not a “lost property,” and the topic was going to be raised one way or the other. What Eisner
and Katzenberg did was give a significant percentage of the profits to Spielberg and Zemeckis—
and Disney gave them creative control of the production. Disney kept all merchandising rights.79
Katzenberg negotiated the production deal with Amblin Entertainment (i.e., Spielberg) and
Spielberg selected Zemeckis as his director. Then, Zemeckis (and Amblin) assembled the
production team.80Peter Schneider came from a theater background. He was the associate
director of the 1984 Los Angeles Olympic Arts Festival before being hired by Disney as the first
president of Disney Feature Animation. He started at Disney on Monday, October 14, 1985, and
was told by Katzenberg to go to a meeting with Steven Spielberg, Bob Zemeckis, Frank
Marshall, and Kathleen Kennedy to discuss Roger Rabbit at the Amblin compound on the
Universal lot on Friday, October 18. He admits to knowing nothing about animation at that time
and took Van Citters and Giaimo along with him. It became clear to Schneider very early in the
meeting that Spielberg was not at all impressed with Disney over the past twenty years. Worse
than that, Spielberg said that he saw nothing to indicate that Disney could do any better.81 At
some point after Michael Eisner had come to Disney and things had started to turn around, Ron
Clements shared with him that in the dark days, when Joe Hale had made the proclamation, “We
are going to do a traditional Disney movie!” the unofficial Disney motto amongst the animators
had become, “We may bore you, but we will never shock you.” That quote has been ascribed to
Card Walker.Unfortunately for Van Citters, they had brought along Sport Goofy in Soccermania
and showed it to Spielberg. The featurette was a bit of fluff and was never intended to be the
stuff for a showreel. Spielberg was not impressed.82 Schneider felt that Van Citters must have
been worn down by recent circumstances or the dysfunctional environment at the studio.
Schneider was brand new at Disney Animation and he felt that he was doing more during the
meeting to assuage Spielberg’s concerns about Disney than Van Citters.83 Zemeckis was
looking for “the extraordinary,” and Schneider had to admit that Disney people at the time “didn’t
have the spark of extraordinary.” They found that spark later.84 After that first meeting, Peter
Schneider said to Mike Giaimo, “You know who Roger Rabbit is? It’s him!” (pointing to
Zemeckis).It was too easy for Amblin to say “Disney was not good enough,” but Zemeckis was
interested in whoever would be the best animation director. Whether it was a matter of taste or
trust or “the spark of extraordinary,” it seemed clear from the outset that Zemeckis’s choice for
animation director was not going to be Darrell Van Citters.85 Van Citters was outspoken and
antagonistic during the meeting and Zemeckis was uncomfortable with him.86 Their visions
were very different. John Musker and Glen Keane, and maybe others from Disney, were asked to
go over to Amblin to be interviewed. Musker had a sense that Zemeckis was just going through
the motions, but that may be because he soon realized that he had not really prepared for the
interview adequately.87 At the time, he had only been the co-director on The Great Mouse



Detective. Zemeckis was very analytical in his selection of camera angles and camera
movement. It was the kind of intensity and cinematographic analysis that Musker had seen in
Brad Bird. When Zemeckis asked about why Musker had chosen certain approaches in The
Great Mouse Detective, Musker was embarrassed to realize that he could not answer the
questions—and more embarrassed to realize that he had not ever considered the options that
Zemeckis identified.88 It was a wake-up call that ultimately contributed to Musker becoming a
better director. Other people who were considered for animation director included Chuck Jones,
Don Bluth, Dale Baer, Eric Goldberg, and Richard Williams.89Schneider’s view was that the
Special Projects unit was extraordinarily uncollaborative. It (i.e., Van Citters) fought hard against
“establishment.”90 He had always been a bit subversive and a bit cynical—the producer
volleyball challenge and the Eddie Fisher Show are examples. He enjoyed the role of renegade
—later, even naming his own studio … Renegade Animation. That attitude can be seen in Van
Citters’s delight in the “guerrilla tactics” he adopted when the unit moved off the main Disney lot.
Tom Wilhite had tried to be a mentor for Van Citters and had counseled him to “play the game!”
and “not be so belligerent!”91 Now, Van Citters wanted to be more independent and Schneider
felt that he had to be harnessed. Schneider was new at the job, and the pressure was enormous.
He tended to be volatile in these early days at Disney and, truth be told, the place needed to be
shaken up. He had the Special Projects unit moved closer to the main lot—to 1420 Flower Street
in Glendale. There was an increasing frequency and intensity to the altercations between Van
Citters and Schneider. Mike Giaimo had a work station that shared a wall with Schneider’s office
and he was witness to colorful confrontations.Van Citters regretted that they had ever “teased”
Spielberg with Roger Rabbit. He felt very protective of Roger Rabbit and now he had been
pulled off of it. Tom Wilhite had left Disney in April 1985 and now Van Citters felt that he had “no
protector within the Company”—that “nobody had his back.”92 There is no denying that Van
Citters exhibited prickly and refractory behavior, and did not do himself any favors in that regard.
He had been coached on playing nice, but he was not able to temper his interactions with
people he did not respect. The attitude was borne out of a deep love of the medium of animation
and his craft, and it is unfortunate that Disney Animation management in the 1970s and 1980s
was not more progressive and that the institutional artistic vision was limited to trying to mimic
past glory—because he may then have not felt the need to challenge their thinking in a way that
was perceived as being negative. He had graduated from CalArts and had become an employee
in a business, with a business hierarchy, and there was a certain confusion and naïveté on the
part of many of the CalArts graduates about their role in the organization. Many of them became
disillusioned and left Disney. Van Citters grew more bitter at his situation and finally left Disney
on March 5, 1986.Mike Giaimo continued on for a bit. He did some new character designs for
Roger Rabbit based on Zemeckis’s wishes. Zemeckis had finished Back to the Future and was
already working on a sequel. He had an attachment to Michael J. Fox and the new design for
Roger looked and behaved like Fox.93 Giaimo left Disney in April 1986 and went on to do some
freelance work on The Brave Little Toaster for Hyperion Pictures. When Wilhite left Disney, he



negotiated with Richard Berger to take The Brave Little Toaster with him. He and Willard Carroll
formed Hyperion Pictures. When Brad Bird’s and Jerry Rees’s efforts to get backing for The
Spirit failed, Rees became attached to The Brave Little Toaster as director. He had to completely
retune the story. The actual production was done in Taiwan. Joe Ranft went to Taiwan with Jerry
and Rebecca Rees to work on it. A further coincidence is that another member of the
Groundlings improvisation troop, Deanna Oliver, was selected to provide the voice for the
Toaster. She later became the writing partner of Sherri Stoner and they wrote a screenplay for a
Roger Rabbit prequel in the mid-1990s.There is a question about whether Darrell Van Citters
was removed from his film solely because of the frankness of his opinion regarding the tone of
the proposed production and its variance from that of Zemeckis, or whether part of it was due to
his honesty about the proposed budget. It was a surprise to the early animators starting on the
film in London that it was to be done on “ones” (one drawing for every frame—i.e., twenty-four
drawings for every second of screen time) and that the camera was to be moving.94 In
hindsight, it seems clear that the film was never going to be completed on the schedule and
budget that had been proposed.Chapter TwoENTER AMBLINBob Zemeckis had been sent the
Seaman and Price script in 1982 and had been very interested in the Roger Rabbit concept: an
opening cartoon that is interrupted by a human director shouting, “Cut, cut, cut!” as he walks
onto the animated stage. “The ultimate concept shot,” mused Zemeckis in 1982, when he read
the early script.1 But, he did not believe that Disney had the corporate will at that time to execute
the project in the way he felt it should be done. The discussions lingered, and the project did not
gain the necessary traction within Disney. Zemeckis moved on to direct Romancing the
Stone.2Richard Berger sent the script and a set of maquettes of the animated characters to
Steven Spielberg in 1983. Spielberg, also, was very interested in the concept, but Berger (i.e.,
Disney) backed off when Spielberg gave his fee for involvement in the project.Spielberg was an
animation fan and had been the executive producer of An American Tail (Universal, 1986),
directed by Don Bluth and produced through Amblin Entertainment and Sullivan Bluth
Productions. Disney’s reluctance to proceed did not stop Spielberg’s continued interest in the
Roger Rabbit project. Amblin had produced Gremlins for Warner Bros., released in June 1984.
Joe Dante was the director and Spielberg was the executive producer. After Gremlins wrapped,
Spielberg and Dante explored the Roger Rabbit concept further to better understand what would
be required to bring the project to the screen. Spielberg knew animation sufficiently to make a
reasonable estimate of the cost of production. By the time the topic of Roger Rabbit came up
again with Disney in 1985, Spielberg had a much better handle on Roger Rabbit than Disney
management.Roy E. Disney initiated the episode of corporate raiding on Walt Disney
Productions when he resigned from the Disney board of directors on March 9, 1984. On that day,
he purchased more shares of Disney, bringing his stake in the company to 4.7 percent. On
March 12, Saul Steinberg began to purchase shares of Walt Disney Productions, and by April
11, he had acquired 9.3 percent of the company’s outstanding shares. On April 25, he made a
filing with the SEC that he intended to acquire 25 percent of the company. On June 10, Disney



negotiated the buyback of Steinberg’s shares at a premium (“greenmail”), plus $28 million for
Steinberg’s expenses. That was not the end of Disney’s problems though; Irwin Jacobs began
another raid and arbitrageurs Michael Milken and Ivan Boesky got into the mix. Ultimately, Roy
E. Disney and his cohort, Stanley Gold, convinced Sid Bass (and his brothers) to buy up Disney
shares and stabilize the company. The Bass brothers ended up with over 24 percent of the
outstanding shares.3 Roy E. Disney and Gold proposed the management team of Michael
Eisner (an executive from Paramount) and Frank Wells (an entertainment lawyer who had been
at Warner Bros.), and on September 24, Eisner and Wells began their first official day of work at
Disney. Jeffrey Katzenberg soon followed from Paramount. Roy E. Disney was named the head
of Animation.On September 23, Eisner and Wells took a tour of the Disney Studios, where they
were introduced to the staff in a gathering in the residential street square in the Disney backlot.
Eisner announced how happy he was to be at Disney and explained that he grew up loving all of
the wonderful Disney characters. He said, “After all, who could ever forget Heckle and Jeckle
and Mighty Mouse?” Of course, neither Mighty Mouse nor Heckle and Jeckle are Disney
characters … the backlot went silent and the animators were aghast.4 When The Black
Cauldron was screened for the new management, Katzenberg asked for “cover shots,” not
realizing that drawings from different camera angles were not a typical part of the animation
process. Many new executives showed up on the Disney lot soon afterward. It may be unfair to
characterize the new management by unfortunate misspeaks, but it was clear to Disney staff
that they did not know animation. It also became clear that the new management had every
intention of shutting down Disney animation. It was Roy E. Disney who convinced them
otherwise. Katzenberg had responsibility for the Film Division, which included Animation. Eisner
said to Katzenberg, “That’s your problem now.”5The new management team did know the film
business, though. Walt Disney Productions in early 1984 was a boutique operation, with only
three or four films per year. It had no ties to hot directors such as Steven Spielberg, Ivan
Reitman, or John Hughes, and box-office superstars would not be caught dead on the Disney
lot. In 1976, Disney had $54 million in profit from its film division. In 1982, the earnings had slid to
$19.6 million, with most of that coming from rereleases. In 1983, Disney took write-offs on
Something Wicked This Way Comes and Trenchcoat for a $5 million loss; plus, it had to absorb
a startup cost for the Disney Channel of $29 million. Eisner and Katzenberg knew how to make
hit films and they could draw top flight talent.6
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Frans Vischer, “Fascinating behind the scenes stories!. A great read! Meticulously researched,
filled with anecdotes and stories about the origins of the book and early Disney attempts/failures
to kick-start the project, to Steven Spielberg's Amblin involvement, leading to Dick Williams's
risky but adventurous animation leadership. A real find for animation enthusiasts and film buffs in
general!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Excellent book.. Loved this book, I know a lot of people mentioned in it
including family. Well written and very well researched.”

C. L., “Get It!. Good book, enjoyable.”
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